Folkopedia: Enter the Lists!
Tunes: Historical Resources and Online Access
Folkopedia is an information Wiki maintained by the EFDSS. It is peer reviewed, so that quality of contributions can
be upheld. Anybody with knowledge in the subject can register to contribute content.

The Music Page deals with instrumental music. Some headings are, as yet, suggestions only….!

The following snips of example pages refer to traditional dance music in England.
The Manuscripts Page lists all known (well, by me) MSS (Fiddlers Tunebooks) of tunes of potential interest to
musicians researching the history of English dance music. I stopped counting when I reached 300 entries. Some
entries are to mere rumours of a MS. It has links both to all the online images I’ve been able to find, and to online
ABC transcriptions, particularly by the volunteers of the http://www.village-music-project.org.uk/index.htm . The
VMP currently has around 77 manuscripts and printed books transcribed, containing over 9,000 individual tune
transcriptions, many hosted on its own website, others elsewhere, notably on my own web page
http://www.cpartington.plus.com/links/ChrisPartingtonsLinksPage.html . The page entries are capable of being
expanded by internal and external links – Calvert for instance contains an internal link to an information page and
links to external PDF and ABC files.

The Books Page lists roughly 200 books, both in and out of print, published in the 20th century and later, and
containing traditional English dance music, again with some links. The entries can be expanded by internal or
external links.

The Historical Publications Page lists books of dance music mostly published before the 20th century. This is of
immense importance, as many of the tunes found in MSS seem to have passed through the medium of print at some
point in their histories, making it a key mode of transmission. An increasing number of these books are available
online as images, and as ABC collections, and can be accessed by following the links.

There is much more in this resource than you may at first imagine! http://folkopedia.efdss.org

Chris Partington, Village Music Project, April 2015
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